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Brightly colored images of boats and harbors beautifully capture the lure of travel to faraway
islands and the comfort of safe harbors.Monthly Quotes:January: We live in a wonderful world
that is full of beauty, charm, and adventure. There is no end to the adventures that we can have if
we only seek them with our eyes open. - Jawaharlal NehruFebruary: Follow the river and you will
find the sea. - French ProverbMarch: The winds of grace blow all the time. All we need to do is
set our sails. - Sri Ramakrishna ParamahansaApril: You can't cross the seas merely by standing
and staring at the water. - Rabindranath TagoreMay: Though we travel the world over to find the
beautiful, we must carry it with us or we find it not - Ralph Waldo EmersonJune: One’s
destination is never a place, but a new way of looking at things. - Henry MillerJuly: Fortune
brings in some boats that are not steered. - William ShakespeareAugust: Somewhere,
something incredible is waiting to be known. - Carl SaganSeptember: Many men go fishing all of
their lives without knowing that it is not fish they are after. - Henry David ThoreauOctober: The
world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page. - St. AugustineNovember: The
real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes. -
Marcel ProustDecember: A bad day of fishing is better than a good day of work. -
AnonymousDetails and Dimensions:12"" x 12""Durable cover and punch holeQuotes on each
pageFull color artPrinted on high-quality FSC-certified paper. The FSC Mix label ensures that
the timber used to produce the paper is from a mixture of reclaimed timber or fiber, FSC-certified
forests and/or controlled wood.

About the AuthorFERENC MATE was born in Hungary, escaped at the age of eleven, and has
lived in Budapest, Vienna, Vancouver, Laguna Beach, New York, Paris and Rome. He is the
author of 15 books translated into 14 languages, including New York Times Notable Book A
Vineyard in Tuscany and the Dugger/Nello historical sea adventure fiction series. He lives with
his family tending their vines and olives in the hills of Tuscany.
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The book by Lara Jo Regan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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Hardcover: 288 pages
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